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Disclaimer: The information in this article is current as at 1 July 2022, and has been prepared by KEYPAY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP (NZBN

9429048779524) and its related bodies corporate (KeyPay). The views expressed in this article are general information only, are

provided in good faith to assist employers and their employees, and should not be relied on as professional advice. The Information is

based on data supplied by third parties. While such data is believed to be accurate, it has not been independently verified and no

warranties are given that it is complete, accurate, up to date or fit for the purpose for which it is required. KeyPay does not accept

responsibility for any inaccuracy in such data and is not liable for any loss or damages arising either directly or indirectly as a result of

reliance on, use of or inability to use any information provided in this article. You should undertake your own research and to seek

professional advice before making any decisions or relying on the information in this article.
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100  payroll clients x 25.2  minutes each = 42  hours saved to take on more clients

42 hours x $30/hour  = potentially $1,260     increase in monthly revenue through time

saved

+ Unlimited revenue potential.   for scaling payroll clients through automation!

With cloud software it’s easier to access various payrolls and jump between different clients. The

speed of processing payroll has increased immensely in my team, and the ease of the process.
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Reinvesting in your business

A core benefit of the KeyPay solution is

getting valuable time back in your day that

would otherwise be spent on the manual,

repetitive, complex tasks of processing

payroll. 

The KeyPay solution uses automation to

reduce up to 90% of payroll administration

and leverages cloud technology to ensure

the platform is kept up to date with

compliance and legislation requirements, and

advancements in technology. 

By automating payroll processing tasks, and

embracing cloud technology, you can: 

CONSIDER THIS SCENARIO:

HOW MUCH REVENUE COULD YOU MAKE BY HARNESSING AUTOMATION

The below calculation highlights the potential time saved and revenue made by an

example KeyPay Partner if they automate their payroll processing tasks. 

Payroll clients:

Time spent on payroll per month:

Average cost of payroll services:

By automating 90% of payroll processing tasks, this partner could experience:

100

28 minutes

$30/hour

- Jannie Vanderventer, Bentleys

100 25.2 42

42 $30/hour $1,260

Invest more hours into nurturing your

existing client relationships

Take on more clients without adding

additional headcount

Optimise processes in your and your

clients businesses and

Easily adhere to payroll compliance

requirements

+ Unlimited revenue potential
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Supporting you as an advisor

Modern businesses realise that clients value

communication, connectivity and

transparency. Advances in technology are

making this easier and increasing the

demand for this more and more, meaning

businesses must continuously innovate and

re-evaluate their processes and systems to

ensure they can transcend to a relationship of

advisory rather than simply compliance. 

KeyPay is no different and supports you with

the tools and dashboards you need to form

strategic business decisions and become a

trusted advisor for your clients. By analysing

the payroll data within KeyPay, you can

optimise processes within both your and your

clients’ business. 

We always analyse our client base, it just

used to take up a lot of spreadsheets,

whereas now I can do so a lot more efficiently

via the [partner] dashboard.

- Daniel James, EPG

As you nurture your client relationships, and

step further into your advisor role, KeyPay will

be there for you. You’ll always be backed by

KeyPay’s expert L2 support team, keeping

your product related concerns to a minimum

so that you’re focused on meaningful client

interactions. 

Customer
Satisfaction

One Touch
Resolve Rate

94% 54%

Example accounting firm: Cloud Accounting

Cloud Accounting has a payroll client in

manufacturing with 50 employees that clock

on and off to create the timesheets. Against

each employee, the team at Cloud

Accounting can set a standard work hours

per week. For a full time employee, this is 80

hours per fortnight. By utilising the filter tab in

the pay run screen, the team at Cloud

Accounting can filter and expose issues

within the client’s business such as a

particular employee working overtime, or

trends in employees all working more than

they should or more than what was planned.

By filtering ‘hours worked’ is greater than

‘employee standard hours’, Cloud Accounting

can instantly see all those employees who

have worked more than they might normally. 

These insights are significant for any

business. Consistent ‘overtime hours’ could

be an unresolved HR issue, unoptimised

scheduling processes, or inaccurate time

tracking by employees. 

The manufacturing client has used costed

rosters to ensure that actual hours paid falls

within budget, and the result of these

overtime hours could be pushing them into

significant overtime costs. With the data

accessible in KeyPay, Cloud Accounting can

explore the contributing factors with their

client and look at solutions to reducing

overtime costs or reallocating costs from

elsewhere in the business.

CASE STUDY:

USING DATA TO IDENTIFY TRENDING

OVERTIME COSTS
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When we're setting up our clients’ employee

portals and it’s got our branding on it, it helps

us to look much more established.

Boosting your brand
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As a KeyPay partner, your brand is one of the

most important things to us and that’s why we

offer branded solution functionality. So that

your brand can be up front and centre for

your important client interactions. Your clients

are excited to be doing business with you,

and we support this union! 

Your brand sets you apart from your

competitors and by customising your payroll

solution with your logo and brand colours,

your clients and their employees experience

a seamless journey with your brand.

More brand exposure never hurts, especially

when employers and employees alike have

access to your portal nearly every day. This

means that they’re exposed to your brand

constantly, which leaves your brand top of

mind when it comes to all things payroll.

Not only is it great for client retention, it’s also

beneficial for referral opportunities. Your

clients attend conferences where they can

spread word of mouth and more, they’ll

probably be recommending your services to

others. Additionally, employees change jobs

all the time, and one key thing most new

employees notice instantly after joining a

business, is how efficient or inefficient current

processes are compared to their previous

workplace. 

Any employee keen on improving efficiency

and productivity, or placed in decision-

making roles, would recommend and try to

implement good software and processes in

their new workplace. That’s when your brand

comes to mind! 

- Brendon Dallas, PennyBooks

What KeyPay has given us is a stronger

relationship with our clients, I firmly believe

that. - Stephen Scullion, 

Alltech Outsourced Solutions

BENEFITS OF A BRANDED SOLUTION

Increased brand recognition

Builds brand trust

Improves brand loyalty

Improves brand recall

Exposure for your other services

Makes you an expert at a fraction of

the cost!
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Helping you grow your business

Whether you’re a payroll outsourcing partner

with a main focus on payroll services or a

financial or technology firm with payroll as a

complimenting service - there is scalable

profit potential to be harnessed with KeyPay. 

VAR PRICING MODEL

As a KeyPay partner, you have access to

exclusive tiered partner pricing that is

designed to support profitable scalability. You

won’t be financially restricted as you grow, in

fact, it’s the opposite. You’ll be rewarded with

discounted pricing - KeyPay will become

more financially viable as you grow.

GLOBAL EXPANSION

KeyPay’s global offering simplifies payroll for

partners working across multiple countries,

providing a consolidated system across

regions. By partnering with KeyPay, you

remove the burden of investigating, learning

and implementing country specific systems.

Simply create reseller accounts for each

region where you are servicing clients and

easily navigate between regions via one

login. 

Whilst there are a number of core features

accessible across all regions, you’ll also

notice features and functionality only

available in specific regions. This is due to

KeyPay’s continued dedication to building

and maintaining compliant, payroll products

that meet legislative requirements to each

region. 

With KeyPay’s ever changing, wide ranging

capabilities, we’ve been able to push into

other markets, and support our clients with

their international expansion. Being able to

provide a level of service to our Australian

clients and then either support their

expansion into New Zealand which is quite

common, or, generate new business through

New Zealand entities because of that level of

service that we can ultimately provide those

clients - it’s all because of the KeyPay

underpinning.

WANT TO DO MORE WITH KEYPAY?

Ready to take your payroll services to the

next level with KeyPay? 

Get in touch with us.

- Daniel James, EPG
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